
      The Winning Election 2020 Presidential Platform 
Whelp, all that trying to Trump an Obama nation of desolation amounted to is, “You’re 

fired”!  Like dam fools on the grill.  Perhaps now you all see that you could be fed drugged dam and 
ditch agriculture grown Roundup Ready™ Ignite™, slipped an ethanol grade not fit for consumption 
GMO corn sweetend soda pop and slept walked/marched into a mustard gas chamber for processing 
into sausage product amidst fake news.  The best solution is to elect John Lawrence Jolley president 
2020 for perfect vision to command the U.S. armed forces to undam the world’s rivers, charge them 
for it, get out of national debt and make a fortune in collective productive structure installation.  

Photovoltaic super healthy buildings collecting precipitation wrapped about a fresh water 
wash equipped fertilizer machine with the collected water and fertilizer for primarily fruit and nut 
production to replace dam and ditch GMO agriculture.  Simultaneously solving the largest problem, 
the dammed rivers, the #2 problem of sick buildings/foundation washout from uncollected 
precipitation, the third problem of the flush toilet disaster, the sickening GMO problem and at that 
point the ability to make way towards solving the rest of our problems.  

If elected commander in chief as president I’ll use the 60 to 90-day window of opportunity to 
command the U.S. armed forces to commence the undamming of the world’s rivers, calling for an 
“open season” on the “hunting” of all water control structures on the world’s river courses.  With the 
undamming of the world’s rivers prioritized by flow rate (CFS) set in motion I’ll be waiting by the 
phone for world leaders to call me up and say, “At the rate you all are undamming our rivers we 
could do it more rapidly and cheaper ourselves”.  At that point I’d recommend they do so, suggest we 
become coordinated together on the idea of undamming the remaining dammed rivers and ask if 
they’re interested in forming a coalition of nations to police the amount of fossil being burned (put a 
cap with a valve on the fossil fuel consumption) and use what fossil fuel we do continue to burn 
mostly for the manufacture and installation of collective productive structures.  The reason we’d set 
about to control the rate of fossil fuel burning is because that’s the easiest way to control the 
continued building/maintenance of the faulty water control structure problems (the dams, ditches, 
sheds and flush toilets {the stone stacking}).  I’m intending on using the undamming of the world’s 
rivers action to lever control of fossil fuel consumption rate.  

Apparently as commander in chief I’m unable to direct U.S. military to attack water control 
structures on U.S. soil so I’d strongly encourage American owned private and public enterprise to 
fluidify the dams on the rivers in the U.S. controlled areas to make money for themselves and to 
avoid becoming indebted to foreign nations who I wouldn’t hinder from undamming our rivers.  Best 
case scenario, with minimal collateral damage and loss of personable life, as the 60 to 90-day 
window of opportunity elapses to command the U.S. armed forces without congressional approval, 
present to Congress an idea to continue undamming the world’s rivers with the U.S. armed forces.  
Ideally at this point we would have already undammed the world’s largest rivers and set about the 
construction of the collective productive structures.  This is my platform for the U.S. Presidential 
election of 2020, undam the rivers, get out of national debt and save the world.  

The best way to make it happen is to have a bunch of beautiful females lure the Americans 
into collecting the signatures needed to get on the ballet.  The word on the street is, “It’s fixed” from 
there.


